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Test Preparation Resources

Note: Not all of the resources on the following pages will contain information that is relevant for the test you are taking. It is suggested that you find the material in each resource relevant to your test.

General Test Taking Strategies

For some test takers, especially those who are anxious about testing or those who are unfamiliar with testing environments, it is helpful to develop general test taking strategies for taking tests. Below are some books that may be helpful.

Books


Logic and Reasoning

Books

Other Activities
- Puzzles, games, and hobbies that involve logic and reasoning (e.g., brainteasers, board games like Clue, etc.)
- Television shows or videos that involve logic and reasoning
- Websites and computer software that have interactive activities related to logic and reasoning (e.g., Sim City)
Reading Comprehension

Books

Other Activities
• Reading and analyzing books, websites, newspapers, or magazine articles for comprehension
• Websites and computer software that have interactive activities related to reading comprehension
• Join a book club that holds discussions around various books
• College/trade school courses in literature and reading
Math Problem Solving and Computation

Books

Other Activities
- Puzzles and games that involve math and computation skills (e.g., number games, flash cards, etc.)
- Television shows or videos that teach math and arithmetic
- Websites and computer software that have interactive activities related to arithmetic and math (e.g.,
- www.math.com)
- College/trade school courses in algebra or basic mathematics
Mechanical and Spatial Skills

Books

Other Activities
- Puzzles, games, and hobbies that involve mechanical and spatial skills (e.g., erector sets, building models, rockets, etc.)
- Television shows or videos that teach concepts of the physical sciences (e.g., Bill Nye the Science Guy, Eureka!)
- Websites and computer software that have interactive activities related to physics (e.g., www.easyphysics.net)
- Seminars that teach specific skills (e.g., construction, electronics, mechanics, etc.)
- College/trade school courses in physics and the sciences
Language Skills

Books
Learning Express, LLC.

Other Activities
- Reading and editing others’ papers, emails, and documents
- Use flashcards with commonly misspelled words
- Websites and computer software that have interactive activities related to spelling, grammar, punctuation, and word usage
- College, trade school or adult education courses in English and grammar